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Eye position signals are pivotal in the visuomotor transformations performed by the posterior parietal cortex (PPC), but to date there are
few studies addressing the influence of vergence angle upon single PPC neurons. In the present study, we investigated the influence on
single neurons of the medial PPC area V6A of vergence and version signals. Single-unit activity was recorded from V6A in two Macaca
fascicularis fixating real targets in darkness. The fixation targets were placed at eye level and at different vergence and version angles
within the peripersonal space. Few neurons were modulated by version or vergence only, while the majority of cells were affected by both
signals. We advance here the hypothesis that gaze-modulated V6A cells are able to encode gazed positions in the three-dimensional space.
In single cells, version and vergence influenced the discharge with variable time course. In several cases, the two gaze variables influence
neural discharges during only a part of the fixation time, but, more often, their influence persisted through large parts of it. Cells
discharging for the first 400 –500 ms of fixation could signal the arrival of gaze (and/or of spotlight of attention) in a new position in the
peripersonal space. Cells showing a more sustained activity during the fixation period could better signal the location in space of the gazed
objects. Both signals are critical for the control of upcoming or ongoing arm movements, such as those needed to reach and grasp objects
located in the peripersonal space.

Introduction
In everyday life, primates are able to direct eyes and arms toward
targets located at different positions. These visually guided
actions require the precise localization of targets in threedimensional (3D) space. The medial part of posterior parietal
cortex (PPC) is crucial to encode the space and to the control of
the visually guided movements (Milner and Goodale, 1995; Galletti et al., 2003; Andersen and Cui, 2009; Kravitz et al., 2011). In
humans, lesions of medial PPC severely impair normal visuospatial processing and cause an inability to appreciate the spatial
relationships of objects with respect to their own body (Perenin
and Vighetto, 1988; Karnath and Perenin, 2005). In many cases,
the deficit is more severe in the depth dimension (Baylis and
Baylis, 2001; Danckert et al., 2009) and patients are less able, or
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totally impaired, in localizing visual targets in depth (Holmes and
Horrax, 1919).
The localization in space of foveated targets requires information about the direction of gaze (version) and the depth of fixation (vergence). Several neurophysiological studies have shown
that the activity of neurons in many PPC areas is modulated by
gaze direction (Sakata et al., 1980; Mountcastle, 1981; Andersen
and Mountcastle, 1983; Andersen et al., 1990; Galletti et al., 1995;
Squatrito and Maioli, 1996; Bremmer et al., 1997, 2001; Nakamura et al., 1999), but few have demonstrated that single PPC
neurons are modulated by vergence (Sakata et al., 1980; Genovesio and Ferraina, 2004; Genovesio et al., 2007; Bhattacharyya et
al., 2009). The encoding of both direction of gaze and depth of
fixation in single PPC neurons has been to date reported only in
area 7a (Sakata et al., 1980).
The present work was designed to test whether eye version and
vergence modulate neuronal activity in V6A, a cortical area located in the medial part of monkey PPC (Galletti et al., 1996,
1999a). V6A is strongly connected with PPC areas that encode eye
movements and fixations in depth, like the lateral intraparietal
area (LIP) and area 7a (Gamberini et al., 2009; Passarelli et al.,
2011). It also contains neurons modulated by arm-reaching
movements in 3D space (Fattori et al., 2001, 2005; Marzocchi et
al., 2008; Bosco et al., 2010), and by gaze position in a frontoparallel plane (Galletti et al., 1995; Nakamura et al., 1999).
Recently, we reported that V6A cells respond preferentially
when the gaze is directed to the lower, near space, where the
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hands usually act (Hadjidimitrakis et al., 2011). This finding
prompted us to check whether V6A cells are modulated by version and vergence also when fixation points are all located at eye
level, thereby excluding any possible effect of the downward
looking. We found that the majority of neurons in these experimental conditions were jointly affected by version and vergence
signals. We suggest that this eye position information serves to
build up a 3D representation of spatial locations that can be
reached out by hands.
Preliminary results have been previously presented in abstract
form (Breveglieri et al., 2011).

Materials and Methods
Two male macaque monkeys (Macaca fascicularis) weighing 4.4 and 6 kg
were studied. Experiments were approved by the Bioethical Committee
of the University of Bologna and were performed in accordance with
national laws on care and use of laboratory animals, with the European
Communities Council Directive of 24 November 1986 (86/609/EEC),
and with the Directive of 22 September 2010 (2010/63/EU).

General procedures
In each monkey, a head restraint system and a recording cylinder were
surgically implanted in asepsis under general anesthesia (sodium thiopenthal, 8 mg 䡠 kg ⫺1 䡠 h ⫺1, i.v.) following the procedures reported by
Galletti et al. (1995). Adequate measures were taken to minimize pain or
discomfort. A full program of postoperative analgesia (ketorolac trometazyn, 1 mg/kg, i.m., immediately after surgery, and 1.6 mg/kg, i.m.,
on the following days) and antibiotic care [Ritardomicina (benzatinic
benzylpenicillin plus dihydrostreptomycin plus streptomycin), 1–1.5
ml/10 kg every 5– 6 d] followed the surgery.
Single-cell activity was extracellularly recorded from the medial PPC
area V6A (Galletti et al., 1996, 1999a). We performed multiple electrode
penetrations using a five-channel multielectrode recording system (Mini
Matrix; Thomas Recording). Electrodes were quartz-platinum/tungsten
fibers with an impedance of 0.5–2 M⍀ at 1 kHz (Thomas Recording).
The electrode signals were amplified (gain, 10,000) and filtered (bandpass between 0.5 and 5 kHz). Action potentials in each channel were
isolated with a waveform discriminator (Multi Spike Detector; Alpha
Omega Engineering). Spikes were sampled at 100 kHz. Signals from both
eyes were recorded simultaneously with an infrared oculometer (ISCAN)
at a sampling rate of 100 Hz.

Fixation task
Each monkey sat in a primate chair with the head restrained and faced a
horizontal panel located at eye level (Fig. 1 A, left). Nine light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) mounted on the panel at different distances from the eyes
were used as fixation targets. As shown in the right part of Figure 1 A, the
target LEDs were arranged on three isovergence circles corresponding to
18, 13, and 8° of vergence angle, and along three isoversion rows, one
central, along the sagittal midline (0°), and two lateral, at ⫺15 and ⫹15°
of version angle. Considering the different interocular distances between
the two animals (3.0 cm in monkey A and 3.3 cm in monkey B), as we
wanted to use equal vergence angles in the two animals, we placed the
first frontal row at a distance of 10 cm in monkey A and 12 cm in monkey
B. The range of vergence angles was chosen to be within the peripersonal
space. In fact, when free to touch the LEDs, the monkeys were able to
reach all the LEDs of the panel.
The monkeys were trained to fixate in darkness one of the LEDs for a
variable time. The time sequence of the task is shown in Figure 1B. A trial
began when the monkey pressed a button [home button (HB)] next to its
chest (HB press) while being free to look everywhere. After 1 s, one of the
LEDs turned on (LED on). The animal had up to 600 ms to make an eye
movement to fixate the LED; otherwise, the trial was automatically aborted.
After either 1 or 1.5 s from the start of fixation, the LED color changed from
green to red and this signaled the end of the task (LED change). The monkey
had to release the button to receive reward (HB release).
The monkey’s arm ipsilateral with respect to the recording hemisphere
was restrained, so the animal pressed and released the button with the

Figure 1. Experimental setup and task sequence. A, Scheme of the setup used for the
fixation-in-depth task in one monkey. Exact distances are indicated in the lateral view (left) and
top views (right). The monkey was fixating in darkness one of the nine LEDs embedded in a
panel located at eye level. B, Time course of the task. A typical example of the version (top) and
vergence (bottom) traces during a single trial is shown. Long vertical continuous lines indicate
the occurrence of task and behavioral markers. From left to right markers show the following:
trial start (home button, HB press), target appearance (LED light on green, LED on), LED change
(green to red change of the LED), and trial end (home button, HB release). The long vertical
dashed line indicates the end of the saccade, as detected in the off-line analysis. The squares
under eye traces indicate the approximate duration of epochs FREE and FIX (see Materials and
Methods).

contralateral hand. Fixation LEDs were chosen trial by trial in random
order. During fixation, eye position was controlled by an electronic window (4 ⫻ 4°) centered on each LED. Stimulus presentation and animal’s
behavior, including eye position signals, were monitored in real time
using custom software written in Labview (National Instruments), as
described previously (Kutz et al., 2005).
Before each recording session, a specific task allowed us to calibrate the
signals from each eye separately. In this task, the monkey fixated in
sequence 10 LEDs that were mounted on a fronto-parallel panel at a
distance of 15 cm from the eyes. Five LEDs were tested for each eye. One
was placed centrally, aligned with the primary position of the eye, and
four peripherally, angled ⫾15° along horizontal and vertical axes. From
the two individually calibrated eye position signals, we derived the average of the two directions of view, with respect to the primary positions
(i.e., the version angle) and their difference (i.e., the vergence angle).

Data analysis
Fixation period. The mean discharge rate during fixation period was
quantified in “FIX” epoch, from 50 ms after the end of the saccade performed to catch the LED until the LED change indicating to release the
button (1 or 1.5 s after saccade offset, according to trial duration). The
offset of a saccade, assessed trial by trial, was defined as the time point at
which the velocity dropped below 15% of the peak velocity.
To assess whether a cell was excited or inhibited by fixation, we compared, separately for each spatial location of fixation LED, the activity
during FIX with a condition in which the monkey was free to look everywhere (epoch FREE: the last 300 ms before LED onset; Student’s t test,
p ⬍ 0.05).
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Figure 2. Two typical V6A neurons with different time courses of modulation during the
fixation task. From top to bottom in each panel are shown the following: perievent time histograms, raster displays of impulse activity, and recordings of version (Vers) and vergence (Verg)
signals. The numbered squares and timescale under histograms indicate the duration and time
location of the bins (200 ms each) used for analysis (see Materials and Methods). The short
vertical ticks in raster displays are spikes. The long vertical ticks among spikes indicate the
occurrence of behavioral events: from left to right, LED onset and saccade offset. Neural activity
and eye traces are aligned with the saccade offset. Vertical axis scaling on histogram: A, 50
spikes/s; B, 56 spikes/s (10 spikes/s per division); bin size, 20 ms; calibration for version and
vergence traces, 100 and 20°, respectively.

To assess the relative effects of vergence and/or version and their interaction on the discharge of the cell during FIX, we performed a two-way
ANOVA with vergence as factor 1 (three levels: near, intermediate, far)
and version as factor 2 (three levels: ipsilateral, central, contralateral)
( p ⬍ 0.05). Neurons with mean firing rate ⬍5 spikes/s were excluded
from the analysis (Baumann et al., 2009). In the cells with a significant
excitatory effect, we calculated the response latency for each LED position. The response latency of the cell was defined as the earliest of the
latencies we measured at different positions. To find the onset of the
response, we measured the activity in a 20 ms window sliding in 2 ms
steps, starting from 200 ms before the fixation onset. This activity was
compared with the firing rate observed in the 200 ms before fixation LED
onset (Student’s t test, p ⬍ 0.05). We determined the latency as the time
of the first of five consecutive 2 ms bins in which the activity was significantly higher than that in the 200 ms before fixation LED onset. The
above procedure was similar to the one reported for area V3A (Nakamura and Colby, 2000).
A multilinear regression analysis was used to check whether neural
activity was linearly modulated by vergence and version angles. The following equation was used: A( X, Y ) ⫽ a0 ⫹ a1X ⫹ a2Y, where A represents
the neural activity in spikes per second; X and Y are the values of vergence
and version, respectively; a0, the intercept; a1 and a2, the corresponding
regression coefficients. Positive values of a1 and a2 indicate that a cell
increases its activity when the gaze is directed to near and contralateral
targets, respectively.
Temporal evolution of the fixation-related discharge. To evaluate the
temporal evolution of the modulation by vergence and/or version, we
counted, for each neuron, the number of spikes in seven successive 200
ms bins, two before and five after the beginning of fixation period (Fig.
2). The beginning of the fixation period was assessed separately for each
animal by computing, in each trial and for each cell, the time offset of the
saccade that brought the monkey’s eyes on the fixation LED. The mean
saccade offset time with respect to the LED onset was 305.14 ⫾ 32.21 ms
in monkey A and 245.94 ⫾ 26.63 ms in monkey B. To be conservative, we
decided to use as a mean time of the beginning of fixation the mean
saccade offset plus 2 SDs. This same time point was chosen as the begin-

ning of the third bin (i.e., the first bin of fixation; Fig. 2). The other bins
(before and after bin 3) were calculated according to bin 3.
Comparison of spike count data in the 200 ms bins was performed by
applying two-way ANOVA with factor 1 (vergence) with three levels
(near, far, intermediate row of the fixation points) and factor 2 (version)
with three levels (ipsilateral, contralateral, central row; p ⬍ 0.05).
Using the time bin analysis, we found two different types of cells:
“transient” cells (Fig. 2 A), which increased their firing rate before the
saccade onset and stopped firing within the first 400 –500 ms of fixation,
and “sustained” cells (Fig. 2 B), which started to discharge after the saccade offset and continued for the whole fixation period. With respect to
the bins, we defined as transient those cells that were significantly affected
by either of the factors (two-way ANOVA, p ⬍ 0.05) in bin 3 and/or bin
4, but not in bins 5–7, and sustained, those significantly affected in bins
5–7 regardless of whether they were modulated in bins 3– 4.
To estimate the time course of the selectivity of neuronal activity in
encoding the vergence and/or version signals, we calculated an index
(selectivity index,  2) using values obtained from the ANOVA table, and
by applying the following formula:  2 ⫽ SSeffect/SStotal, where SSeffect is
the deviance of the main effect, and SStotal is the total deviance. We
calculated this index for each of the two main effects (i.e., version and
vergence) and for every 200 ms bin of spike data.
Population analysis. For each cell modulated by version and/or vergence, a spike density function (SDF) (Gaussian kernel, half-width 40
ms) was calculated for each trial, and then averaged across all the trials
referred to a given LED. In each neuron, the maximum discharge frequency in the fixation parts of interest was used to normalize the SDFs.
Population SDFs were constructed by averaging the individual SDFs of
all the cells (Marzocchi et al., 2008). In all cases, the curves referred to the
nine tested positions (or to the three near/far or ipsi/contra rows; Fig.
1 A) were statistically compared pairwise with a permutation test with
10,000 iterations comparing the sum of squared errors of the actual and
randomly permuted data. The intervals of the curve we compared were
different according to the analysis we performed: for cells modulated by
version and/or vergence during FIX, the interval was from 50 to 1000 ms
after saccade offset; for the temporal evolution analysis, the interval was
from saccade offset until 400 ms after it for transient cells, and from
saccade offset until 1000 ms after it for sustained cells.
All analyses were performed using custom scripts written in MATLAB
(MathWorks).

Histological reconstruction of the recording sites
At the end of the electrophysiological recordings, a series of electrolytic
lesions (10 〈 cathodic pulses for 10 s) were performed at the limits of
the recorded region. Then animals were anesthetized with ketamine hydrochloride (15 mg/kg, i.m.) followed by an intravenous lethal injection
of sodium thiopental. The animals were perfused through the left cardiac
ventricle with the following solutions: 0.9% sodium chloride, 3.5– 4%
paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, and 5% glycerol in
the same buffer. The brains were then removed from the skull, photographed, placed in 10% buffered glycerol for 3 d and in 20% glycerol for
4 d and cut on a freezing microtome at 60 m in parasagittal plane. One
section every five was stained with the Nissl method (thionin, 0.1% in 0.1
M acetate buffer, pH 3.7) for cytoarchitectonic analysis. Procedures to
reconstruct microelectrode penetrations and to assign neurons recorded
in the anterior bank of the parieto-occipital sulcus to area V6A were as
those previously described by our group (Galletti et al., 1996, 1999a,b).
Briefly, electrode tracks and the approximate location of each recording
site were reconstructed on histological sections of the brain on the basis
of several cues, such as electrolytic lesions, the coordinates of penetrations within recording chamber, the kind of cortical areas passed through
before reaching the region of interest, the depths of passage points between gray and white matter. All neurons were assigned to the dorsal or
ventral sectors of area V6A following the criteria defined by Luppino et al.
(2005) and described in detail in a recent work by our group (Gamberini
et al., 2011).
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Figure 3. Anatomical reconstruction of the recording sites. A, Posterolateral view of a partially dissected macaque brain (modified from the study by Gamberini et al., 2011). The inferior parietal
lobule of the right hemisphere has been cut away at the level of the fundus of the intraparietal sulcus to show the cortex of the medial bank of this sulcus. The occipital lobe of the same hemisphere
has been cut away at the level of the fundus of the parieto-occipital and lunate sulci to show the cortex of the anterior bank of the parieto-occipital sulcus. The medial surface of the left hemisphere
is drawn to show the location on it of V6Ad and V6Av. B, Summarized flattened map of the superior parietal lobule of the two cases; each dot represents the location in V6A of every neuron tested
for eye position in 3D. As evident, the recording site extended all throughout V6A (both V6Ad and V6Av) (Gamberini et al., 2011). POs, Parieto-occipital sulcus; Cal, calcarine sulcus; Cin, cingulate
sulcus; IPs, intraparietal sulcus; IOs, inferior-occipital sulcus; OTs, occipitotemporal sulcus; STs, superior temporal sulcus; Lat, lateral sulcus; Cs, central sulcus; ARs, superior arcuate sulcus; ARi, inferior
arcuate sulcus; Ps, principal sulcus; V6, area V6; PEc, area caudal PE; MIP, area middle intraparietal area; PGm, area medial PG.
Table 1. Neurons modulated by vergence and/or version during FIX
Vergence only
Version only
Vergence ⫹ version and no interaction (additive effect)
Interaction between vergence and version (multiplicative effect)
None
Total

N

%

38
26
32
47
49
192

20
14
16
24
26
100

Results
Recording site
The anatomical reconstruction of recording sites was performed
using the cytoarchitectonic criteria described by Luppino et al.
(2005) and the functional criteria detailed by Galletti et al.
(1999a) and Gamberini et al. (2011). Figure 3A is a posterolateral
view of the partially dissected macaque brain that shows the location of area V6A. Figure 3B shows a superimposition of individual flattened maps of the studied animals, to show the location
of cells recorded in area V6A. The maps of the left hemispheres of
each case were flipped, so as all recording sites were projected on
the maps of the right hemispheres. The map of Figure 3B also
shows the average border between the dorsal and ventral part of
area V6A (V6Ad and V6Av, respectively). Recorded neurons are
located in V6Ad and V6Av.
Main effects of version and vergence on
fixation-related activity
We recorded 192 single cells from area V6A of two monkeys (101
cells from monkey A and 91 cells from monkey B). To investigate
the modulating effect of eye version and vergence signals, a twoway ANOVA [factors: version (three levels) and vergence (three
levels); p ⬍ 0.05] was performed. The incidence of the influence
of each factor on neuronal activity is shown in Table 1. Overall,
74% of cells were modulated by vergence and/or version. Most of
them (40%) were influenced by both signals while a minority by
vergence (20%) or version (14%) alone. Neurons modulated by
vergence and version, but not by their interaction (additive ef-

fect), were 16% of the population; neurons modulated by the
interaction of version and vergence (multiplicative effect), represented one-quarter of our sample (Table 1). Neurons modulated
by version and/or vergence were intermingled in V6A, without
any sign of anatomical segregation.
Figure 4 shows two examples of cells modulated by both vergence and version during the fixation period. The neuron of Figure 4 A was activated by high vergence angles (near space) and
negative version angles (contralateral space). It started firing just
before the saccade onset and continued discharging for several
hundreds of milliseconds after saccade offset. The neuronal activity was significantly affected by both vergence and version
(two-way ANOVA, p ⬍ 0.05 for each factor). The neuron of
Figure 4 B was more strongly activated for gazing at targets located at intermediate/far positions in the contralateral part of the
animal’s working space (two-way ANOVA, p ⬍ 0.05 for each
factor). Also in this case, the cell response started just before the
saccade that caught the target and continued for several hundreds
of milliseconds after having got it.
We found that, in 76% of the tested cells (145 of 192), the
discharge rate during FIX was significantly different compared
with the last 300 ms before LED onset (Student’s t test between
FREE and FIX, p ⬍ 0.05). One-half of these cells (76 of 145; 53%)
increased their activity during FIX, while a minority (51 of 145;
35%) was inhibited. In a few cases (18 of 145; 12%), cells showed
a mixed excitation/inhibition pattern of discharge.
Figure 5 shows an example of a cell whose activity was inhibited
during FIX. This neuron was modulated by both version and vergence (two-way ANOVA on FIX, p ⬍ 0.05 for each factor). The cell
was particularly inhibited when the animal gazed at far or intermediate positions in the contralateral working space. Interestingly, the
activity of this neuron started to be inhibited before the onset of the
saccade performed by the animal to bring the eyes on the fixation
point. In other words, the timing of the modulation of this neuron
was similar to that observed in neurons excited by version/vergence
changes (Fig. 4).
Figure 6 shows two examples of cells affected by version ( A)
or vergence ( B) only. The neuron shown in Figure 6 A was
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Figure 4. Examples of two V6A neurons modulated by both version and vergence during fixation. A, Neuron with highest discharges for fixating near and contralateral targets. B, Neuron with
highest discharges for far and contralateral targets. For each neuron: discharge to the nine LEDs arranged from near (bottom) to far (top), aligned twice (at the start of the fixation and at the LED
change; dashed line, point at which trials were cut because of double alignment). From left to right, the behavioral events are as follows: LED onset, saccade offset (first alignment marker), and LED
change (second alignment marker). The cell shown in A had a clear preference for the near-contralateral space (regression equation: Activity ⫽ ⫺9.86 ⫹ 1.52 * vergence ⫹ 0.36 * version); the
cell in B for the far-contralateral space (regression equation: Activity ⫽ 68.54 ⫺ 2.58 * vergence ⫹ 0.41 * version). Vertical axis scaling for spike histograms: A, 60 sp/s; B, 90 sp/s (10 spikes/s per
division). Other details are as in Figure 2.

activated when the animal gazed at positions located in the
contralateral space, but was not significantly affected by the
angle of vergence, although near contralateral fixation evoked
a weaker discharge than intermediate/far contralateral fixations (two-way ANOVA, p ⬍ 0.05 for version, p ⬎ 0.05 for
vergence). On the contrary, the cell in Figure 6 B was activated
when the animal gazed at near positions but was not significantly affected by the laterality (two-way ANOVA, p ⬎ 0.05 for
version, p ⬍ 0.05 for vergence).
The population activity of cells modulated by vergence and/or
version is shown in Figure 7. The different plots in Figure 7A
show the average SDFs for each target position ranked by the
intensity of cell discharge. The “vergence” group contains cells
modulated by vergence only or by vergence and version (Fig. 7A,
left). The “version” group contains cells modulated by version

only or by version and vergence (Fig. 7A, right). In both cases, the
activity started to be modulated before the saccade that caught
the target, and lasted until the end of fixation. Most of the comparisons between curves relative to different positions were significant (permutation test, p ⬍ 0.05). The strengths of the
modulating effect of version and vergence were comparable (see
the distance between the lines of best and worst positions). Interestingly, both cell populations showed excitation for certain spatial positions and inhibition for others.
Figure 7B shows that, by averaging the activities of all cells
modulated by vergence (Fig. 7B, left) or version (Fig. 7B, right)
and ranking them for position in space, the spatial tuning during
fixation almost disappeared (particularly for vergence modulations), with no clear preference for a part of space. The same
behavior was observed when considering separately the cells
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Figure 5. Example of a neuron inhibited when the monkey fixated the intermediate-farcontralateral targets. The regression equation is as follows: Activity ⫽ 0.57 * vergence ⫺
0.28 * version. Vertical axis scaling for histograms: 40 sp/s (10 spikes/s per division). Other
conventions are as in Figure 2.

modulated by version only, by vergence only, or by both (not
shown in the figure).
To assess the presence of a linear effect of version and
vergence on the activity during FIX, a multilinear regression
analysis was applied. A significant linear fit ( p ⬍ 0.05) was
found in the vast majority of cells (Table 2): 84% of neurons
were linearly modulated by vergence only or by vergence and
version, and 86% of cells were linearly modulated by version
only or by version and vergence. In the cells linearly modulated by vergence, 44% increased their discharge when the gaze
was directed to the near space and 56% when animals fixated
far targets. In the cells modulated by version, 61% increased
their discharge when the gaze was directed to contralateral
space and 39% when animals fixated ipsilateral targets. Statistical comparisons of the percentages of the two categories in
each group of cells were not significant ( 2 test, p ⬎ 0.05). In
other words, the incidence of cells that increased their activity

during fixation of positions in the near and far space, or in the
contralateral and ipsilateral space, was balanced in the entire
population. This finding well agreed with the results of the
population SDF analysis (Fig. 7B).
Time course of fixation-related activity
The onset of fixation activity varied among cells and target positions. Figure 8 shows the cumulative frequency distribution of
the latencies of the neural responses with respect to the beginning
of fixation (fixation onset). Negative values represent responses
starting before fixation onset, positive values responses starting
after fixation start. As shown in Figure 8, ⬃80% of V6A cells
discharged before the time the earliest proprioceptive signals arrive in somatosensory cortex (⬃60 ms) (Xu et al., 2011). This
suggests that, in most cases, in V6A the source of oculomotor
signals is a corollary discharge. Figure 8 also shows that the majority of cells modulated in FIX (⬃60%) started to respond before
fixation onset. Given an average saccade duration of 50 ms, a
good number of these cells (⬃50%) would be already responding
before the saccade onset. This suggests a strong coupling of perisaccadic and fixation activities, a phenomenon already observed
in a recent study from our laboratory (Hadjidimitrakis et al.,
2011).
Since ⬃60% of V6A neurons are responsive to visual stimulation (Galletti et al., 1996; Gamberini et al., 2011), it could be that
the precocious fixation-related discharges we observed are actually visual responses to the fixation-LED appearance. To check
this possibility, we compared in single cells the activity during
FIX in the preferred position with that recorded when the monkey was sporadically fixating at that same location at the beginning of the trial, before LED onset (Student’s t test, p ⬍ 0.05). Of
the 20 fixation-related neurons in which we had the possibility to
perform this analysis, 8 (40%) showed a significant difference
before and after the LED appearance. In the remaining 12 cells
(60%), the discharge in the dark, before LED onset, was not significantly different from that during LED fixation. These results
suggest that, in the majority of neurons, the precocious fixation
activity was related to oculomotor signals instead of to visual
stimulation.
To investigate the timing of activity modulation by vergence/
version during the task, we quantified the neural activity in seven
consecutive 200 ms bins, as detailed in Materials and Methods. In
all bins and for all the neurons that were modulated by vergence
and/or version during FIX (same populations as in Fig. 7), we
performed a two-way ANOVA and then we calculated a selectivity index ( 2) (see Materials and Methods) to evaluate the
strength of the effects of the independent variables on neuronal
activity across time. The  2 index was calculated for each of the
two factors (vergence/version). As shown in Figure 9, the average
selectivity for both vergence (solid line) and version (dashed line)
developed quickly during the saccade (bin 2), reached a maximum at the beginning of fixation (bin 3– 4), and decayed during
subsequent fixation intervals (bins 4 –7). The selectivities for vergence and version were statistically different in bins 4, 5, and 6
(Student’s t test, p ⬍ 0.05), with version selectivity decaying more
quickly than vergence selectivity.
The neural modulation during fixation showed different time
courses in different neurons (see examples in Figs. 4 – 6). On the
basis of the time course of modulation, cells were subdivided in
two categories: transient cells, whose discharge rate changed before the saccade onset and returned to FREE level within 400 –500
ms (Fig. 2 A); these cells were modulated (two-way ANOVA, p ⬍
0.05) only in the first two bins of fixation (bins 3– 4); and sus-
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Figure 6. Examples of two neurons modulated by vergence only or by version only. A, Example of a neuron modulated only by version. The regression equation is as follows: Activity ⫽ 13.21 ⫹
0.48 * version. Vertical axis scaling for histograms: 60 sp/s (10 spikes/s per division). B, Example of a neuron modulated only by vergence. The regression equation is as follows: Activity ⫽ ⫺4.43
⫹ 0.76 * vergence. Vertical axis scaling for histograms: 40 sp/s (10 spikes/s per division). Other conventions are as in Figure 2.

tained cells, whose response continued beyond 400 –500 ms after
saccade end (Fig. 2 B); these cells were modulated (two-way
ANOVA, p ⬍ 0.05) in bins 5–7, and quite often even earlier. Table
3 shows that sustained cells were more numerous than transient
cells and that the influence of vergence and version was similar in
the two cell groups.
The behavior of cells belonging to each one of the two categories is shown in Figures 10 and 11. Figure 10, A and B, illustrates
the average SDFs for each target position, ranked by the intensity
of discharge in cells with an effect of vergence and version, respectively. In transient cells (Fig. 10 A, B, left), the modulation of activity started just before the saccade, peaked ⬃250 ms after
saccade offset, and disappeared ⬃400 –500 ms after the beginning of fixation (permutation test, p ⬍ 0.05). In sustained cells
(Fig. 10 A, B, right), the tonic activity of fixation peaked ⬃500 ms
after saccade offset and persisted for at least 1000 ms after the
beginning of fixation. Figure 10, C and D, shows the average
population activity expressed as SDF of transient and sustained
cells, ranked by target positions, in cells modulated by vergence
(Fig. 10C) or by version (Fig. 10 D). There was no near versus far
spatial preference in the cells showing a vergence effect (Fig.
10C, permutation test, n.s.), whereas a small but significant
preference for the contralateral space was observed in the average activity of cells showing a version effect (Fig. 10 D, permutation test, p ⬍ 0.05).
Figure 11 shows the spatial preference of each of the two
groups of cells (transient and sustained). The preferred spatial
position of each cell was defined as the gaze position that evoked
the highest discharge rate during bin 3 (for transient cells) or bin
5 (for sustained cells). Preferred gaze directions and fixation
depths were evenly distributed in transient cells, with a small,
nonsignificant preference for the far, contralateral space (Fig.
11 A, B, left). The sustained cells significantly preferred near and
far with respect to intermediate depths, and contralateral space

with respect to the central and ipsilateral ones ( 2 test, p ⬍ 0.05).
These data confirm the results of the SDF analysis shown in Figure 10, C and D.

Discussion
Present data show that V6A neurons encode eye position in 3D,
with a minority of cells encoding only version or vergence, and a
majority both of them. While the modulation by version signals
in V6A has been known since 1995 (Galletti et al., 1995; Nakamura et al., 1999), the modulating effect of vergence on V6A
neurons is a new finding of this report. Together with the previous data, present results suggest that V6A is able to encode the 3D
spatial locations of foveated target. The coexistence in the majority of V6A neurons of both version and vergence modulations
demonstrates that the 3D encoding of space is already present in
this early node of the dorsal visual stream.
In our experimental conditions, the activity of the cell during
fixation could be the result of extraretinal signals related to gaze
in depth or of a visual signal (fixation LED) in turn modulated by
the eye position. In both cases, anyway, the activity of the V6A cell
is well suited to encode the gazed position in 3D space (Galletti et
al., 1995).
Our study reveals that the influence on neural activity of signals related to direction and depth of fixation can be exerted at
the onset of fixation (transient response) as well as during fixation (sustained response), thus arguing for the presence of a dynamic representation of eye position in V6A. Our results also
demonstrate that version selectivity decays more rapidly than the
vergence one (Fig. 9), suggesting a different role for conjugate
and disjunctive eye movements in natural head-unrestrained
conditions. When we foveate a peripheral object to interact
within the peripersonal space, for instance, the fast versionsaccade is usually followed by a (slower) head rotation in the
same direction that tends to nullify the conjugate eye rotations
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Figure 8. Time course of fixation-related responses. Cumulative frequency distribution plot
of the latencies of fixation-related responses in cells with a significantly higher FIX activity
compared with FREE. The horizontal axis shows time with respect to the beginning of fixation
(saccade offset). The vertical axis indicates the percentage of cells tested (n ⫽ 77). The vertical
dashed line indicates the time (60 ms) at which the proprioceptive eye position signal influences
the activity in area 3a (Xu et al., 2011). The horizontal dashed line indicates that ⬃80% of cells
are already responding at that time.

Figure 7. Population activity of V6A neurons modulated during FIX. A, Population average normalized SDFs were constructed by ranking the response of each neuron for each
fixation position in descending order according to the intensity of the discharge during
FIX. B, SDFs were constructed by ranking the response for each tested row of fixation
targets. The thick lines indicate average normalized SDF; the light lines indicate variability
bands (SEM). Activity is aligned with the offset of the saccade. The black rectangles below
each plot indicate the periods where the permutation test was run. Most responses in plots
A are statistically different one from the other (permutation test, p ⬍ 0.05), indicating
that V6A neurons are able to discriminate the different fixation positions both in vergence
and in version. In plot B (left), no statistical differences were observed between the curves
(permutation test, p ⬎ 0.05), in B (right), the central row is statistically different from the
other two (permutation test, p ⬍ 0.05). The few significant differences in permutation
tests in B indicated that there is no clear spatial preference as a whole. Scale on abscissa:
100 ms/division; vertical scale: 70% of normalized activity (10% per division).
Table 2. Results of the multilinear regression analysis
(Vergence) ⫹ (vergence and version)

Near

Far

87/104 (84%)
(Version) ⫹ (version and vergence)

38/87 (44%)
Contra

49/87 (56%)
Ipsi

77/90 (86%)

47/77 (61%)

30/77 (39%)

and eventually stabilizes the cyclopean central view of the visual
target. Thus, long-lasting/prolonged holding of gaze direction is not
strictly required in natural behavior. Differently, holding disjunctive
(i.e., vergence) eye movements are necessary to maintain the new
vergence angle and thus to maintain the object onto the fovea.
Encoding of gaze and ocular movements in depth in V6A
has been recently documented by our laboratory (Hadjidimitrakis et al., 2011). We have found that ⬃50% of V6A neurons
are modulated by gaze direction and depth of fixation when
monkeys perform saccades and fixate targets at different locations, in peripersonal as well as in extrapersonal space. We
have found responses that in most cases were higher for fixating targets located within the reaching distance, thus supporting the proposed role of V6A in monitoring reach-to-grasp
actions (Galletti et al., 2003; Fattori et al., 2009, 2010; Hadjidimitrakis et al., 2011).
In humans, the putative homolog of monkey area V6A is located in the dorsalmost part of parieto-occipital sulcus (POs),

Figure 9. Time course of version and vergence selectivity. Temporal profiles of the magnitude of firing selectivity calculated for the population of neurons modulated by vergence or
version during FIX (104 cells for vergence only or vergence and version, solid line; 90 cells for
version only or version and vergence, dashed line). Selectivity was calculated as the  2 index
(see Materials and Methods), while variability bars are SEM. Selectivity raised after the beginning of fixation (bin 3) until a maximum and then remained high until the LED change for the
entire duration of fixation, even if the decay of version selectivity after fixation onset was more
remarkable than the vergence one.
Table 3. Number and incidence (in brackets) of neurons belonging to the two
categories defined by the temporal occurrence of the effect
Transient
Sustained
Total

Vergence

Version

28 (26%)
81 (74%)
109

32 (29%)
80 (71%)
112

just anterior to the location of human area V6 (Pitzalis et al.,
2006; Cavina-Pratesi et al., 2010). Several studies reported the
presence of activations in the dorsalmost part of human POs for
changes in the direction of gaze (Law et al., 1998; Williams and
Smith, 2010), but to our knowledge only one reported activations
in the dorsalmost POs for changes of eye vergence (Quinlan and
Culham, 2007). All these findings well agree with present results
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Figure 10. Population activity of V6A neurons modulated in different periods of fixation. A, B, Populations average normalized SDFs were constructed by ranking the response of each
neuron for each fixation position in descending order according to the intensity of the discharge during the third bin (transient cells, left) or fifth bin (sustained cells, right). C, D, SDFs
were constructed by ranking the response for each tested fixation row of targets. Activity is aligned with the offset of the saccade. The black rectangles below each plot indicate the
periods where the permutation test was run. Most responses in plots A and B are statistically different one from the other (permutation test, p ⬍ 0.05), indicating that V6A neurons are
able to discriminate the different fixation positions both in vergence and in version. The few significant differences in permutation tests in the plots in C and D (intermediate vs near and
central vs contralateral) indicated that there is no clear spatial preference as a whole. Scale on abscissa: 100 ms/division; vertical scale: 100% of normalized activity (10% per division).
Other conventions are as in Figure 7.

and strongly suggest that V6A encodes gaze position in 3D space
in both human and nonhuman primates.
Comparison with other areas
In contrast to the well documented effect of the direction of gaze
on the neuronal activity of several brain areas (see Introduction
for references), only a few studies have documented an effect of
eye vergence signals on single neurons.
Sakata et al. (1980) found in parietal area 7a [mainly area PG
of Pandya and Seltzer (1982) and Gregoriou et al. (2006)] results
similar to those we obtained here in V6A: the majority of 7a
neurons were modulated by both direction of gaze and depth of
fixation, while fewer cells were influenced by only one of these
factors. Rosenbluth and Allman (2002) demonstrated that a significant number of neurons (30 –50%) in visual areas V1, V2, V4
were influenced by either gaze direction, depth of fixation, or by
their interaction, although the number of cells affected by both
signals was not reported. From all these results, it appears that the
integration of vergence and version in single neurons does occur
at early nodes of the visual stream, such as V6A, or even at earlier
stages of the stream (as V1 and/or V2).
Despite the fact that eye position effects have been demonstrated in many cortical areas, the origin of this signal is still
unknown. The debate is still open on whether the eye position
signal is derived from an efferent copy (corollary discharge) of a
motor signal (Von Holst, 1954), or from a proprioceptive signal

of eye muscles (Sherrington, 1918). In an elegant experiment,
Goldberg (Wang et al., 2007) found a proprioceptive encoding of
eye position in area 3a of the macaque somatosensory cortex, and
recently the same group has showed that area 3a responses followed the eye position signal by ⬃60 ms (Xu et al., 2011). As the
vast majority of fixation discharges in V6A started before this
time point (Fig. 8), our data suggest that their activity mainly
reflects a corollary discharge signal. This does not exclude, however, that the later discharge of V6A transient cells and the tonic
activity of sustained cells could depend on proprioceptive input.
While our study does not address the question of where the
modulatory influence of fixation depth originates, there are several putative sources of vergence information to area V6A. It
receives input from the posterior parietal areas LIP and PG
(Gamberini et al., 2009), where vergence angle has been reported
to have an effect on presaccadic and fixation activities, respectively (Sakata et al., 1980; Genovesio and Ferraina, 2004). Also the
area MIP is strongly and reciprocally connected with V6A (Gamberini et al., 2009; Passarelli et al., 2011), and it is known that MIP
(also named PRR) hosts neurons with planning activity for reaching modulated by fixation depth (Bhattacharyya et al., 2009).
Other possible sources of vergence input are the MST (medial
superior temporal) area and the FEFs (frontal eye fields), since
both regions contain neurons with vergence-related activity
(Inoue et al., 1998; Gamlin and Yoon, 2000; Akao et al., 2005)
and send projections to V6A (Gamberini et al., 2009; Passarelli
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observed in transient cells. Furthermore, the shifts of the spotlight of attention can occur earlier than the change in gaze
direction, as observed for the neural discharges occurring before the changes in gaze direction (see examples in Fig. 4).
As far as the sustained cells are concerned, they represent
the majority of V6A gaze-modulated neurons. Fixation activity of sustained cells started around the time of saccade and
was still present 1000 ms or more after the saccade offset. In
everyday life, when we want to grasp an object, the eyes capture the target well before the hand starts to move (Land et al.,
1999; Hayhoe et al., 2003), and when the hand starts moving,
the activity of sustained cells could encode the spatial location
of gazed object. This signal could be used for the control of the
upcoming or ongoing arm reaching movement, a functional
role repeatedly proposed for V6A (Fattori et al., 2001, 2005,
2009, 2010; Galletti et al., 2003).
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Figure 11. Preferred gaze positions. Frequency histogram showing the preferred position of
the transient and sustained neurons. A, Target preference for neurons modulated by vergence
(vergence only or vergence and version). “Near” refers to the near row of targets (18° of vergence), “Far” to the far row (8° vergence), and “Int” to the intermediate space (13° of vergence).
B, Target preference for neurons modulated by version (version only or version and vergence).
“Ipsi” and “Contra” indicate ipsilateral and contralateral fixation position with respect to the
recording hemisphere, respectively. “Cen” refers to the straight ahead of the monkey (0° of
version). Only for cells with a sustained activity is there a significant unequal distribution of
spatial preference ( 2 test, p ⬍ 0.05).
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